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To Iqbal Nasim, Nasir… fi sabil Allah
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‘Believers! Be resolute in the doing of justice, as witnesses to God, 
even though it be against your own souls, your parents or your 
relatives, and whether it concerns the rich or the poor. For in the 
eyes of God neither wealth nor poverty carry any weight. Do not 
follow your own desires and thereby pervert the truth. Yet if you 
decide to act in bias and prejudice, God is well aware of the things 
you do.’

Quran, �e Women, v. 135
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NOTE

Only highly o�ensive language, bordering on outright obscenity, has 
been censored by bowdlerisation of key words. This is to protect 
Muslim sensibilities. Equally, however, this essay omits the              
devotional formula, based on Q:33.56, which orders Muslims to 
mention ‘Peace be upon him’ after every mention of the name 
Muhammad.

Arabic words that have been naturalised into the English language 
are not italicised. 
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Preface to the 2nd Edition

Still being careful with Muhammad!
The Thirty Years’ War

1
Salman Rushdie published �e Satanic Verses in autumn 1988 and 
I published my response exactly a year later. My book’s title was 
inspired by the cautionary Persian proverb: Ba khuda diwana basho, 
ba Muhammad hoshyar. ‘Take liberties with God – but be careful 
with Muhammad!’ Rushdie’s challenge became a strategic concern 
for Muslims and equally for non-Muslims, especially Westerners. 
Like our current COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, Rushdie’s book 
and the Muslim response to it stimulated fervent debate at all      
levels of Western society, whether literate or relatively uncultured. 
Its long-term consequences have proved salutary and beneficial  
but also regrettably influential and deleterious for the Muslim 
minority’s future coexistence inside Western liberal societies. 
 The British Muslim response to Rushdie’s book was a 
cultural catalyst in the evolution of civic and political modernity for 
the Muslim minority throughout Europe, though not in America 
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whose Muslim minority, an isolated fragment of the global ummah, 
barely reacted to the notorious assault on the noble Prophet and the 
message he brought. In the United Kingdom, it was a clash of two 
principles – principles embedded in the two cultures. The conflict 
was between a fanatical application of the otherwise morally              
admirable principle of free speech, shared in its proper form by both 
parties, and, for the peoples of Islam, the opposed principle of the 
unnegotiable honour of the Prophet of Islam. This clash created a 
deadlock. In America, there was virtually no such conflict between 
American society and its Muslim citizens since the melting pot of  
monocultural society honours an only God: Mammon, the deity of 
advanced capitalism. In multicultural Europe, however, we care about 
material well-being but also about spiritual and moral values that 
transcend mere comfort. 
 In this retrospective bifocal glance, I survey the causes, 
countless intended and unintended e�ects, and predict the future 
consequences of the Salman Rushdie a�air as it has continued to 
unfold for some thirty years. It is a form of the Cold War, but not 
between communists and capitalists, members of the same Western 
family, but rather between Islam and liberal secularism, with the 
latter allied to a capitalist Christian humanism. It is a love triangle 
involving Europe’s two oldest rivals for the hand of grace, Christianity 
and Islam. Europe has seen two sectarian theocratic wars, two Thirty 
Years Wars, originally from 1618-48, the acrimonious Catholic-      
Protestant conflict which was terminated by the Peace of Westphalia 
(1648). Between 1914 and 1945, the world witnessed two European wars 
with global reach owing to Europe’s imperial adventurism supported 
by its Christian heritage. Was the Rushdie a�air the opening shot of a 
new Thirty years war, only this time ongoing with no sight of a truce? 
 Only a rash historian would assess recent, as opposed to 
remote, history. However,  the principled and brave, the determined 
if desperate, Muslim response to the Anglo-Rushdie provocation 
became, unintentionally, the political baptism of the British Muslims. 

Preface to the 2nd Edition
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They emerged out of the water, breathing and flourishing into a 
decidedly and proudly Muslim self-identity, rather than existing 
simply, in their opponents’ eyes, as Asian or black opponents of 
white racism and privilege, including class privilege, a crucial factor 
in understanding Rushdie’s self-image. 
 Be Careful with Muhammad! records a political campaign. It 
was initially considered for publication by famous publishers, such 
as Faber and Faber, but such o�ers were dropped after I won the 
Institute of Contemporary Art debate, against the passionately 
pro-Rushdie writer Hanif Kureshi, in London in the summer of 
1989. My book was finally published by a small non-Muslim house to 
avoid o�ending Rushdie and his powerful gang of allies in the 
publishing and broadcasting worlds. So much for the Muslim 
authors’ right to free speech. This work is republished here, only 
lightly revised since it is not a sequel but a reprint. My message in 
this book is that moral progress in cultures is not achieved through 
distorting their history and self-image, and substituting a              
caricature, a false and insulting revisionist account of their origins 
as a faith and civilisation. Religions also have communal self-   
esteem. Their adherents can be wounded. 

The Race Relations Act 1976 already contained the so-called section 
11 funding for ethnic minority needs, including remedial education 
and language acquisition for immigrants. The British government 
was proactive; ministers wanted  to address such needs within the 
state system of education. Precisely two decades before Rushdie 
published his infamous attack, Enoch Powell, the politician           
representing Wolverhampton, gave a speech predicting racial 
tensions in the new multiracial Britain. The worst of what he 
predicted never came to pass – and many thought that Prophet 
Enoch from the Midlands was a false prophet, with no honour in 
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his native land and party. For while he was right to be pessimistic, he 
got his prophecy wrong. Powell’s own speech, ironically, aborted his 
own prophecy since the government took several actions, including  
dismissing the prophet from his post. 
 Powell was distressed mainly by the arrival of the black 
men, former slaves from the Caribbean, men whose sexual prowess 
allegedly endangered white puritan Britain and its chaste and   
virtuous innocent females. Rushdie, like Hanif Kureshi, also notes 
with fulsome obscenity, the reputedly sexually subversive powers of 
some men – but the men are now Muslims. The shameful recent 
actitivies of Asian Muslim men in inner city gangs grooming   
underage white girls has in the popular mind confirmed these fears. 
A few depraved Asian men’s crimes have tarnished all Muslim males 
as sexual perverts.  This is where we must record the benefits of 
white privilege: no number of individual white men who are 
convicted sex o�enders makes people think that white men in 
general are depraved. But it takes only a few Muslim men to 
persuade British society of the prevalence of such immorality 
among Muslims – and indeed many attribute it, outrageously and 
falsely, to normative Islamic teachings about the inferiority of white 
women. 
 In the anti-Rushdie protests, brown lives, as Muslim lives, 
did not matter. The Labour Party saw the subcontinental               
demonstrators, despite being British citizens, as merely politically 
useful electoral fodder. Some prominent London-based Muslim 
Arabs, such as the late Zaki Badawi, were complicit in this racist 
attitude. He could secretly visit Bradford church leaders while 
ignoring his fellow Muslim Council of Mosques’ leaders. It was part 
of the larger media dismissal of the Northern English Muslim      
proletariat. Meanwhile, many made personal capital out of the 
Rushdie a�air – and gained professional honours, university posts, 
not to mention accolades from the Queen. Rushdie himself was 
knighted in the summer of 2007 – a rich reward for his benighted 
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views of Islam. Among Muslim believers, however, some were killed 
in demonstrations while others, such as myself, opted for voluntary 
exile in the hunt for jobs – since home is wherever one can find a 
job. The so-called moderate Muslims, especially the Sufi elite safely 
ensconced among the academic royalty of feudal Oxbridge,       
themselves did nothing but made time to condemn their brethren 
who stood up for the honour of Islam’s Prophet. 

The death sentence was sanctioned by Iran, not by the domestic 
book burners of the northern towns. E�gies of Rushdie were burnt 
but, to the disappointment of the then zealous Yusuf Islam, not the 
man himself. The Bradford book burning of January 1989, a           
communal decision, is defended in my book. I still defend it. Some 
left-wing critics at the time, in reviews of my book, suggested that 
my book too should be burnt. They made absurd comparisons with 
the Nazi book burnings of the early 1940s. We chose one book and 
did this only once. We did not indulge any indiscriminate arson and 
pyromania. And we were a powerless people, not an ascendant 
fascist party about to commit a genocidal Holocaust. 
 The summer of 1989 saw the Communist crackdown on 
Chinese aspirations for democracy. It was also the end of the Cold 
War. As a result of the Muslim decision to confront Rushdie, Europe 
witnessed the beginning of the end of the uncontested literary 
supremacy of artistic secularism in Europe and its liberal              
democratic satellites worldwide. It was the Chinese year of the 
snake, a Christian symbol of the cunning Satan the accursed  
tempting Adam through Eve in Eden and described in the Quran’s 
final chapter as the slinking whisperer. Many however remember it 
as the year of the fatwa. 
 When I think of the word fatwa, I recall two: one by the 
Maliki philosopher-jurist Ibn Rushd and the one against Salman 

3
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speculated naively that perhaps Islam shall, in the aftermath of 
Rushdie, be seen as merely a slightly more superstitious version of 
Catholicism. If only the hatred of Islam were so easily eradicated. By 
the end of the 1990s, the word Islamophobia had been coined to 
name a new and virulent hatred. Anti-Semitism has a partner now. 
 In subsequent years, I noticed that York University wanted 
me to debate on their campus but their chosen panel in e�ect 
consisted of six pro-Rushdie speakers to one Muslim defender of 
orthodoxy. Though flattered by the implications of this ratio, I 
declined since the debate was structurally unfair. Moreover, the 
panel would include key Islamophobes such as Kenan Malik who 
believe that the journey from the Rushdie fatwa to September 11, 
2001 was a direct one – an absurdly sensationalist claim, even by the 
low standards of the tabloid press.
 Late in 2015, merely months before the Charlie Hebdo killings, 
I was invited by Exeter University to debate some devout atheists who 
wanted to condemn my stance on Rushdie. The audience, openly 
hostile and barely restrained by the liberal ethos of the fine university, 
posed some pertinent questions. I lost the debate. Some uncommitted 
listeners, who had never heard of Rushdie, or even of the Ayatollah, let 
alone of Shabbir Akhtar, were swayed by my fervent defence of Islam 
and, within a few hours of furious disputation, came to have some 
sympathy with the Muslim side. Most people looked upset and 
confused at the end but were relieved by a rare moment of humour: a 
student who appeared indi�erent and half-asleep during the debate 
suddenly sprang to life when, according to an eccentric custom, he 
answered correctly an unrelated arbitrary question that entitled him 
to claim a prize, a huge flagon of wine. 
 I tolerated quite a few such absurdities in the first two 
decades of the twenty-first century. The international context of 
such marginal ivory tower events is a grave one. While French 
cartoonists mock Muhammad, the French government also shows 
real violence, not merely artistic or rhetorical violence: cities are 
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1989. Perhaps that is progress and a small victory for truth and a 
defeat for the forces of deceit and hypocrisy. 
 In December 2019, in the thirtieth year since the fatwa, I 
was invited to Birmingham’s Al-Mahdi Institute (Twelver Shiite) to 
gave a lecture to an East African and Iranian audience that wanted 
to distance itself from the fatwa, seeing it as a liability and indeed 
error since, they believed, Khomeini had acted ultra vires, in             
violation of a quietist classical Shiite jurisprudential tradition. While 
not uniformly hostile to me, the audience felt that confronting        
powerful Westerners, while living among them, was an unwise  
decision. Many thought that Islamophobia was our own fault and a 
few, privately, blamed me personally for the wrong turn the        
community took three decades ago.   
 One line of liberal argument was surprisingly popular 
during the question and answer session. Someone with a shaky 
command of two great languages shouted: ‘Monsieur Voltaire would 
should (sic) defend Mister Rushdie.’ The French free thinker, 
Voltaire, is reputed to have said that even if he disagreed strongly 
with his opponent, he would defend unto death his opponent’s right 
to speak his or her mind. This is surely asking too much of people. 
Why should I die for my opponent’s right to speak falsehood? Surely, 
it is enough that I should be ready to die for my own true convictions 
rather than for other people’s errors. 
 The deeper question here is whether it is morally right to 
defend a noble principle such as freedom of speech, no matter how 
absurd the substance or content of a particular application of that 
principle. Surely, one should defend only those principles whose 
content is morally defensible. For there are principles with immoral 
content, if we define principle neutrally as any rule that guides 
conduct absolutely and foundationally. An evil man can be            
principled: he may have integrity since he can maintain a consistent 
but essentially immoral outlook. All fanatics behave as such,  
including our Western fanatics for absolute free speech. Freedom of 
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into a collision – on the grounds that I am legally in the right? Even 
if we have the legal right to o�end others, why should we exercise 
this right in a society precariously balanced?
 This zealous defence of wanton insult in art and literature – 
what does it say about the state of our cultural tastes and our lack of 
refinement? Why are artists not typically committed to an equally 
zealous defence of goodness and political idealism? Do such values 
as truth and virtue need no defence in our venal world? That the 
very principle of freedom of speech is itself at risk once an artist can 
no longer, with impunity, insult Muhammad – whether through a 
novel or a cartoon – is clearly a juvenile and laughable notion. Surely 
no freedom is ever so precarious or arbitrary that it must invoke 
such a limited ambition as a necessary part of its very definition. 
The legal capacity to freely and gratuitously malign a good human 
being can never be a litmus test of such a freedom in any morally 
mature culture. 
 Rushdie’s novel is neither representative of, nor necessary 
to, freedom of speech and expression. There are far superior ways 
of making moral progress in the defence of our rights and liberties. 
That many Westerners saw in Rushdie’s work such an exalted role,  
ambition and motivation shows how little they understand such 
freedoms and their historical evolution in their own culture.        
Moreover, it betrays a fundamental ignorance of the Prophet and his 
faith’s contribution to the world’s stock of beauty, genuine art, 
truth, and the unending fight for justice in a ruthless, greedy and 
selfish world. 
 Kenan Malik and other extremist defenders of Rushdie’s 
rights saw the Muslim response as a threat to Western artistic    
identity and integrity. What progress do artists achieve for          
democratic liberties and human rights and freedoms solely by 
depicting the Prophet of Islam in a derogatory way? It is never 
merely a matter of law and legality. There is also the moral               
imperative of decency. This is always the prior imperative for those 
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Islam, though they claim to be Muslims. Examples include Majid 
Nawaz, Ed Hussain, and indeed the whole community of the 
Ahmadiyya. Others may be put on trial and then judged as apostate 
and automatically relieved, even in absentia, of their inheritance 
rights and Muslim wives. Some Western Muslims want to leave 
Islam: they lament being born Muslim. It is by chance, not by choice, 
they proclaim. Such Muslims yearn to be ex-Muslims and yet they 
make political mileage out of their apostasy, making lucrative 
careers out of constantly reminding people that they deserted 
Islam, like a man who recovers from a purportedly chronic illness 
and then boasts about it incessantly. Such people lack integrity and 
merely want to curry favour with the West. 
 We must supply a political setting for justified concessions 
to modernity, for the right reforms. If so, the possible repeal of 
apostasy laws must wait until there obtains greater parity of power 
between Western and Muslim nations.  At present, a hasty               
nullification of the apostasy laws could be exploited by racist and 
Christian evangelical fanatics to flood vulnerable Muslim               
populations with misleading and enticing views of a reformed 
Islam, reforms imposed by a religious form of Western imperialism. 
Moreover, the partly justified demand for reciprocity – you Muslims 
have mosques and religious liberty here, therefore you should 
permit freedom and a proportionate if not equal number of     
churches in Saudi Arabia – cannot be evaluated without noting the 
global setting of power disparity as well as the enduring                   
consequences of Western colonial aggression in a past that has only 
relatively recently started to recede. 
 Two further observations with future ramifications will 
conclude matters here. Among Muslim nations, Malaysia is unique 
in drafting recent legislation that permits a Malay (Muslim by 
definition) to apply for leave to apostasize from Islam. No such 
application to date has succeeded. The candidate is eventually, after 
rehabilitation and training, typically informed that it is an act of    
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Preface to the 1st Edition

An illiterate woman in Bradford went to see her teenage daughter's 
schoolteacher, who said to her: ‘�e Satanic Verses is brilliant! In 
Britain we like to read great literature.’ She remained silent and 
returned home. This book is an attempt to explain that inarticulate 
believer’s anguish. If it achieves anything more, it will be a bonus. 
 I have written this book in di�cult conditions. We were in the 
midst of the campaign against �e Satanic Verses; and success was not 
in sight. But many people have, in widely di�erent ways, helped me to 
survive: 
 Ishtiaq Ahmed, Naila Ahmed, Zamir Akhtar, Arfana Amin, 
Shahida Bano, lb Bellew, David Caute, Kenneth Cragg, Courtney 
Gibson, Balbir Kaur, Fazlun Khalid, Rashid Mufti, Bhikhu Parekh, 
Andrew Robinson, Mohammed Saddique, Ziauddin Sardar, Ahmed 
Versi, and Ri�at Yusuf, to mention but a few. 
 I also wish to thank Rehana Ahmed for cheerfully and            
accurately typing the manuscript with such dispatch; and, finally, 
someone very close to me who always reminds me that every human 
being has the right to fail. 

SHABBIR AKHTAR 
Bradford, August 1989

xxxvii
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Chapter 1

Be Careful with Muhammad!

1
‘Say what you like about God – but be careful with Muhammad!’ 
is an old slogan of Western caution about Islam, but one which we 
might well take seriously in the wake of the controversy                    
surrounding the publication of Salman Rushdie’s �e Satanic Verses. 
The missionaries and other Christians who preached the Gospel in 
Islamic lands often found Muslims to be obstinate in their religious 
convictions and protective about their Prophet. While Muslims 
tended to accept some forms of satire or parody of the divine ways, 
they rarely tolerated insults to Muhammad and his family. Belief in 
God was common to Jews, Christians and Muslims. But                      
endorsement of Muhammad’s prophethood was the distinguishing 
feature of the Muslim outlook. It was the responsibility of Muslims, 
therefore, to guard the honour of their Prophet, the Arabian        
messenger who had brought them guidance from God.
 Salman Rushdie’s �e Satanic Verses is seen by Muslims as a 

1
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calculated attempt to vilify and slander the Prophet of Islam. Not 
only has Rushdie said what he pleased about God, he has also taken 
liberties with Muhammad. The reaction of the Muslim communities 
worldwide has been loud and clear. The only recent event to have 
triggered o� Muslim emotion on a scale even remotely comparable 
to the Rushdie a�air was the attempt to destroy the al-Aqsa mosque 
in Jerusalem two decades ago. It will not be our task here to recall all 
the many dimensions of the Rushdie saga that have crowded the 
world’s headlines for many months. But it will be our task to see why 
so many Muslims have been willing to spill much more than merely 
ink over �e Satanic Verses.
 Muhammad ibn Abdullah is, on every score of influence and 
achievement, a decisive figure in the history of theistic religion. His 
contribution to the human quest for the holy cannot be reasonably 
denied. Even so, someone might wonder, why the caution? Why 
should one be careful with Muhammad? Is he any di�erent from any 
other historical figure? After all, Moses and Jesus also have vast 
ideological legacies but the same demand for caution, especially 
these days, seems unnecessary.
 Moses, Jesus and Muhammad are all seminal figures in the 
history of Western theism. But Muslims jealously guard the            
reputation of their Prophet in a manner that looks odd even to Jews 
and Christians, let alone to secularists and rejectors. In the Jewish 
case, disrespect towards Moses and other Hebrew prophets is  
tolerated. In fact, blasphemy is restricted to cursing the Lord; 
insulting Moses is, strictly speaking, not blasphemous: ‘Say what 
you like about Moses – but be careful with God.’ As for Jesus, wanton 
attacks on his personality and the associated Christian convictions 
have been commonplace in recent decades in secular Western    
societies. In general, Christians have tolerated these a�ronts; the 
character assassination of Jesus has been carried out with impunity.
 Muhammad is unique in the respect and honour a�orded 
him by his followers. Though not regarded as divine, Muhammad is

2
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3

held in the highest possible esteem. No pictorial representations are 
allowed; mention of his name warrants, among the pious, the          
invocation of divine blessing on him, his family and companions. 
His wives are seen as the mothers of the faithful. Every detail of his 
biography has been preserved and countless millions seek to 
imitate him daily in every aspect of their lives.
 The reason for the caution, then, is what may be called ‘the 
posthumous authority of Muhammad’. The influence of the Arabian 
Prophet on the lives of millions, through the patterns of his                
biography daily imitated, is without parallel in the whole of history, 
religious or secular. The imitation of Muhammad is, unlike the 
imitation of Christ, an accepted obligation, a routine occurrence. It 
is the ideal not only for the saints – but for all Muslims, from the 
beggars in the slums of India to the spectacularly wealthy sheikhs of 
Saudi Arabia, from the illiterate peasants of Pakistan to the erudite 
scholars of Al-Azhar, from the village women of the Third World to 
the sophisticates of Western female society.
 Muhammad is dead. But he is dead only in the least             
significant sense. For he is ideologically alive – and well. The Rushdie 
a�air has demonstrated the extent of Muslim enthusiasm about 
their messenger and, in doing so, the quality of their allegiance to 
the ideals he preached. The fact is that the Prophet of Islam is  
resurrected daily in what must be the greatest triumph over the 
limitations of physical extinction. It is therefore unsurprising that 
any attempt to prostitute his reputation should have met with such 
resolute and uncompromising opposition.

In Chapter 33 (verse 21), the Quran describes the life of Muhammad 
as ‘a beautiful exemplar’ (uswatun hasanah). Elsewhere in the sacred 
volume, the Prophet is also extolled as the model of righteousness, 
the perfect individual. His actions and ambitions are held to be 

2
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worthy of our close scrutiny and imitation. Naturally, for the Muslim 
conscience, the imitation of the Prophet becomes a morally              
excellent action. Conversely, any attack on this holy pattern is 
already an attack on a Muslim’s own professed ideals.
 It is in this context that we need to give a brief summary of 
the contents of �e Satanic Verses and o�er concisely a Muslim 
rejoinder. The brevity of these introductory remarks is not intended 
to imply any undue dogmatism or foreclosing of issues. All of the 
worries set out here will be carried forward into several subsequent 
chapters; this account should be read as foreshadowing the fuller 
ones that follow.
 The plot of �e Satanic Verses, in so far as it is intelligible, is 
centred around the lives of two ageing Indian actors, Gibreel 
Farishta (Gabriel the Angel) and Saladin Chamcha (Saladin ‘the Yes 
man’). Miraculously, they survive the fall when a plane is blown up 
in a terrorist attack. Upon descent, they turn into fantastic              
embodiments of good and evil, with Chamcha, an Anglophile, 
representing evil. True to their names, Chamcha grows horns and 
begins to resemble the Devil while his angelic companion acquires a 
halo. Though Chamcha is humiliated as a beast and betrayed by his 
companions, he is eventually redeemed by re-adopting his Eastern 
identity. Gibreel, by contrast, loses his mind, fails as a human being, 
and eventually commits suicide. 
 The story of their lives is inextricably linked to and               
redefined in terms of a background narrative about the Prophet 
Mahound who lives in the hedonistic metropolis of Jahilia (literally, 
ignorance) – the pre-Islamic name for Mecca. Now Mahound was, as 
Rushdie explains in the book, a derogatory name for the Prophet 
Muhammad used in medieval Christendom. More precisely, 
Mahound was, in Christian mythology, an evil personality who 
joined forces with the Devil and King Herod. Mahound believes that 
he is the recipient of divine revelations which authorise him to 
preach and propagate a new monotheistic religion. According to 
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Rushdie, Mahound, a ‘businessman-turned-prophet’, is, in an 
attempt to attract more followers, ready to entertain the pagan 
proposal that three Meccan goddesses share divine status with the 
supreme being, Allah. At first, Mahound believes that the proposal is 
divinely inspired; afterwards, he realises that the Devil interfered in 
his reception of the divine message. Though Mahound decides to 
eradicate from his holy book these ‘satanic verses’ – from which 
Rushdie’s novel takes its title – Mahound’s book is in general a 
value-blind collection in which good is routinely confused with evil, 
divine with diabolic.
 The two chapters ‘Mahound’ and ‘Return to Jahilia’, 
containing Gibreel’s coherent dreams, are in e�ect Rushdie's 
attempt to rewrite chronologically the history of early Islam. Taken 
together, along with some subsidiary material in other chapters, 
these sections of the book pro�er an alternative biography of 
Muhammad, his wives and companions.
 Someone might immediately query the assumption that 
dream sequences in a novel can reasonably be interpreted to be an               
alternative historical account. But, as the Hindu writer Bhikhu 
Parekh has so ably shown (New Statesman & Society, 23 March 1989), 
the events and characters in �e Satanic Verses bear so striking a 
resemblance to actual events and characters in Islamic history that 
one has grounds to doubt its status as merely fictional. Muhammad 
was called Mahound by Western polemicists; the episode of the 
satanic verses is, according to many learned authorities in Islam, an 
authentic one in the history of the revelation of the Arabic Quran; 
Rushdie’s Mahound has wives and companions who bear names 
identical to the names of Muhammad’s wives and companions. 
Rushdie does not explore, in a fictional context, the religious mind 
or religious attitudes in general. He explores the Muslim mind – the 
‘Muhammadan’ mind. The characters in �e Satanic Verses are      
real historical personalities of the Islamic tradition – redefined,              
reassessed, their motives and actions radically, if imaginatively, 
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reinterpreted. That is why it is fair to note, as Gerald Priestland does 
(Sunday Times, 6 November 1988), that Rushdie’s book is indeed ‘a 
parody of the prophet Muhammad’, and, therefore, one should add, 
of Islam and the derivative Islamic tradition.
 The details of the parody must await the next chapter. Only 
a few comments are in order here. The title itself does not reflect the 
dominant theme or content; the name Mahound is chosen without 
adequate literary reason. The character assassination of the Arabian 
Prophet is here carried out with a precision and ferocity that would 
shock any decent human being, let alone a Muslim. There are 
serious allegations: Muhammad is an unscrupulous politician – ‘a 
smart bastard’ in Rushdie’s phrase – whose enemies, particularly 
ideological ones, are the victims of a ruthless anger discrepant with 
his o�cial professions of mercy; the book he claims to bring from 
God is really just a confused catalogue of trivial rules about sexual 
activity and excretion. Muhammad, according to �e Satanic Verses, 
was a debauched sensualist with ‘God’s permission to f#*k as many 
women as he pleased’; his household is portrayed in pornographic 
scenes in a brothel incongruously called ‘The Veil’ – the symbol of 
female modesty and chastity in the Islamic ethical outlook.
 A man who brought a book that directly inspired a major 
world civilisation is here portrayed as an insincere impostor with 
purely political ambitions. The revered Prophet of an established 
and ancient faith re-emerges as a man motivated by purely and 
irredeemably evil impulses. Muslim anger and resentment are easy 
to understand.
 Had the voice of mockery in �e Satanic Verses been even 
slightly more subdued, there would have been grounds for restraint 
and forbearance. But an authentic Muslim is bound to feel                 
intolerably outraged by the book’s claims, for Rushdie writes with 
all the knowledge of an insider. This is not to deny his right to 
explore, in fiction, the great parameters of life, sexuality, mortality 
and the existence (or non-existence) of deity. But Muslims must and 
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do take issue with his choice of idiom and the temper it serves. His 
treatment is uniformly supercilious and dismissive; his reservations 
are shallow, playful, predictable, unoriginal. One looks in vain in his 
unprincipled prose for the reverent yet iconoclastic doubt which 
might set the agenda for the Islamic Enlightenment. There is nothing 
in �e Satanic Verses which helps to bring Islam into a fruitful 
confrontation with modernity, nothing that brings it into thoughtful 
contact with contemporary secularity and ideological pluralism.    
Rushdie’s scepticism fails to teach the ignorant, disturb the orthodox, 
agitate and educate the indi�erent. Sceptics there have been and always 
will be. What matters is the quality and integrity of their reservations.
 Let me introduce an autobiographical note here. Ever since 
the publication of �e Satanic Verses in September 1988, my name 
has been associated with the campaign for its withdrawal. Though 
there are pressures of professional diplomacy in public contexts, I 
wish to make my position perfectly clear. I believe that �e Satanic 
Verses is a calculated attempt to vilify and slander Muhammad. It is 
my conviction that while freedoms of belief, expression, conscience 
and dissent are rightly valued in a liberal democratic society, it is 
immoral to defend, in the name of these freedoms, wanton attacks 
on established religious (and indeed humanist) traditions. There is 
all the di�erence in the world between sound historical criticism 
that is legitimate and ought to be taken seriously, on the one hand, 
and scurrilous imaginative writing which should be resolutely 
rejected and withdrawn from public circulation, on the other.
 What matters here is not simply that Rushdie has falsified 
established historical records or even that he has written a satire 
about things sacred. There are wider issues too which hinge on the 
fact that we live in a society that is often described as multiracial or 
rather, multicultural. We are, as the Quran repeatedly and uniquely 
teaches us (Q:4:1 and Q:49:19), a single species of monogenetic origin 
– and therefore one race, the human race. It is unwise for us, in such 
a context, casually to allow our idolatry of art to obscure issues of 
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great social and political concern. One would think that, in a plural 
democracy, we should all generate respect rather than hatred for 
opposed yet conscientiously held convictions. To be sure, there will 
be conflicts; and writers have the right to identify and condemn evil 
and injustice wherever they find them without being unduly shackled 
by fear of giving o�ence. But these frictions and di�erences are 
containable in a mature democracy so long as we do not tolerate, let 
alone encourage, a form of ridicule that breeds resentment to the 
point of frustration and hence personal and social dislocation. It can 
never be right to defend, in the name of liberalism, works that 
demean and humiliate human nature and tradition in any of their 
established forms. Militant evil has enough sponsors already without 
liberal society lending another helping hand.

The question of Rushdie is inseparable from the question of 
Muhammad and his faith. The Prophet has been the target of       
Western animus periodically for one and a half millennia. The 
current debate has, at this late hour, virtually nothing to do with 
Rushdie or his book, let alone with freedom of speech. For these 
latter debates are containable and indeed resolvable given the   
modesty of the Muslim demand and the capacity of Western          
governments to fulfil it. The Rushdie a�air retains its momentum 
largely because of the incidence of deep psychic tensions within a 
Western conscience confronting an authentically Islamic temper. 
Part of the concern here is fuelled by the contemporary fear, in itself 
absurdly unrealistic, that Muslim immigrant populations want to 
build a theocracy in the heart of a European country. But, more 
plausibly, for complex historical reasons, Islam has always been a 
threatening presence on and around Western frontiers – and not 
merely on account of its geographical proximity. Indeed, the threat 
has been to the whole of ‘the West’ in the ideological (rather than 
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geographical) sense of the civilisation created, through worldwide 
colonial exploitation, by the peoples of Europe. It is not surprising 
that the faith of the Arabian Prophet is increasingly a major variable 
in the ideological calculations of Christian missionaries and       
Western apologists.
 The parody of Muhammad and the Muslim tradition in �e 
Satanic Verses has clear echoes of the worst brand of orientalist 
sentiment for which the term ‘prejudice’ is decidedly lenient. Even 
if we leave aside the evil and unjust polemic of a Dante in the Middle 
Ages, there is plenty of animus in works published in the heyday of      
Western Christian imperialism. Washington Irving’s Mahomet and 
His Successors has, on its title page, an imaginary painting of the 
Prophet with a sword in one hand and a Quran in the other. His 
nineteenth-century contemporary Sir William Muir is more             
explicit: ‘The sword of Mahomet, and the Coran are the most fatal 
enemies of civilization, liberty and truth which the world has yet 
known.’
 Little has changed over the centuries. Though some recent 
academic scholarship has moved in the direction of objectivity and 
imaginative sympathy, there has been no substantial shift in       
opinion. As for the popular mind, the old prejudices certainly 
prevail. Barbaric, fanatical, outdated, exotic, oppressive, sensual – 
all are contemporary Western descriptions of Islam. Predictably, the 
monotheism of Muhammad emerges as the natural habitat of           
all the base passions – extravagant sensuality, bloodthirstiness and               
fanaticism. Islam is the lower unbridled nature of man, motivated 
by impulses which Christianity and civilisation together tame and 
control. Even the sacred personalities of the Islamic tradition, 
including Muhammad, are seen as fanatical and irredeemably evil, 
their humanity overwhelmed by their lust for power. 
 There is a great deal of popular fiction and journalism to 
perpetuate these and related assessments. Novels such as Leon 
Uris’s Haj, social critiques such as John La�n’s �e Dagger of Islam, 
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travelogues such as V. S. Naipaul’s Among the Believers, films such as 
Harem and Strike Force – all convey the same picture of an intolerant 
and cruel faith whose votaries cling to bygone certainties. Nor are 
these portraits of Islam in serious conflict with Western academic 
scholarship. On the contrary, there is a whole host of disciplines, 
engaging countless ‘experts’, all united in their biased opinion of 
Islam. This negative image of Muslims and their faith is perpetuated 
with a consistency and vigour that makes at least one conspiracy 
theory appear close to the mark.
 There are, of course, many grounds for the sustained     
Western animus against Islam. For one thing, Islam was originally 
and has remained, for the Western Christian conscience, a religious 
puzzle. Why Muhammad and the Quran after Christ had walked 
among men as God incarnate and pro�ered ultimate salvation? 
Muslims, with much reason, regard Islam as the culmination of the 
Hebrew style of religiosity with Christianity as essentially an           
aberration. At any rate, the very existence of Islam in the world 
implies that the Judaeo-Christian faith complex does not exhaust 
the Western monotheistic tradition.
 The problem of Islam has always been much more than 
merely ‘religious’ – if only because Muslims have always seen Islam 
as a unified enterprise of faith and power. Christians could hardly 
ignore the political potential of a religious ideology that has to its 
credit the fastest permanent conquest of recorded military history. 
To the medieval mind, nothing could explain the phenomenal 
success of the new faith other than as the work of the Devil. In later 
centuries, the ambitions of Islamic imperialism continued to            
exercise Western apologists who were themselves no strangers to 
that impulse.
 Western apologists have always wanted to believe that Islam 
is an inferior and unoriginal faith and have always had di�culty in 
believing it. That Muhammad was an insincere impostor – ‘a smart 
bastard’ as Rushdie would say – has always been hard to reconcile 
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